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QUESTION 1

Click the Exhibit button. 

The IGP is IS-IS. R2 has configured its loopback interface in Level 2 only. Referring to the exhibit, which statement is
true? 

A. R2 advertises its loopback address to all L1 adjacencies. 

B. R1 cannot reach R2\\'s loopback address. 

C. R1 uses a default route to reach R2\\'s loopback address. 

D. R1 automatically selects R2 as the default gateway to reach R2\\'s loopback address. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the purpose of the no-cspf command? 

A. to successfully signal the LSP across the network regardless of constraints 

B. to delete the CSPF database 

C. to ignore OSPF when calculating the ERO 

D. to successfully signal the LSP only if the default IGP path (or named path) meets all constraints 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Click the Exhibit button. 
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Referring to the OSPF link metrics in the exhibit, which path will traffic from R6 take to reach R1? 

A. R6, R3, R2, R4, R1 

B. R6, R3, R2, R1 

C. R6, R5, R4, R1 

D. R6, R5, R3, R2, R4, R1 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

How does a router use BGP to deflect a distributed denial-of-service attack against a prefix at all edge routers in the
same AS? 

A. It advertises the prefix with a local preference that is higher than any other node, and sets the next hop to a unicast
route that has a discard next hop. 

B. It advertises the prefix with a local preference that is higher than any other node and sets the next hop to self. 

C. It advertises the prefix with a local preference that is lower than any other node and sets the next hop to a unicast
route that has a discard next hop. 

D. It advertises the prefix with a local preference that is lower than any other node and sets the next hop to self. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You are setting up MPLS RSVP LSPs between R1 and R6 through your core network. You must ensure that R1 has
redundant ERO paths. If the main path fails and moves traffic to a second path, it should not switch back to the original
path automatically. Which two actions will accomplish these requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Create two secondary paths. 

B. Create a primary path with a revert timer of 0 and create a secondary path. 

C. Create two primary paths. 
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D. Create a primary path with the revert timer set to 255 and create a secondary path. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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